
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL36

gMrHJaI 

Personal, Social & Emotional Development 

How were the children feeling as they went on their 

bear hunt? 

Have you ever felt scared? What did you do to feel 

safe and happy again? 

How was the bear feeling at the end of the story? 

 

 

Physical Development 

Can you find different ways to go over, under 

or through parts of your house or garden? 

 Build a bear cave using what you have at home.  

Go on a nature walk - feel the grass under your 

feet. What different textures can you feel? 

What is your favourite? 

 

 

Communication and Language 

Tell someone in your family the story of ‘We’re Going 

on a Bear Hunt’. You could create puppets of the 

characters to help you retell or tap your knees and 

come up with actions for the obstacles.  

Follow the author Michael Rosen on you tube and 

listen to his children’s poetry. Which is your 

favourite? I love chocolate cake! 

 

               

     

 

 

Reading and Writing 

Can you write a sentence or two about what you 

might need to take on a Bear Hunt and draw a 

picture? Could you a pack a bag of things you 

might need for your daily walk? 

Can you write an alternative bear hunt? What 

animal would you go on a hunt for? Where do you 

go? What do you go through to get there? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number and Shape Space & Measure 

Can you measure how tall your family are 

using footprints? Who is the tallest? Who is 

the shortest? Can you order your family 

from shortest to tallest? 

Draw a picture of a bear, it has 4 paws. Can 

you draw 2 bears how many paws do the 

bears have altogether? Try drawing 4 bears 

or 5 bears and see how many paws they have 

altogether? 

 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Using different recycled items can you 

make an instrument to sound like swishy 

grass or thick oozy mud? 

Make a picture out of footprints. 

Paint a black and white picture of your 

bear hunt. 

 

Understanding the World 

Find out facts about bears and present them in a 

fact file. Where do they live? What do they eat? 

Are there different types of bears? 

Do they live in  England?  
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